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Abstract: Increasing agricultural productivity is indispensable to meet future food demand. Crop
improvement programs rely heavily on genetic diversity. The success of weeds in the ecosystem
can be attributed to genetic diversity and plasticity. Weedy rice, a major weed of rice, has diverse
morphology and phenology, implying wide genetic diversity. Study was conducted to genotype
weedy rice accessions (n = 54) previously phenotyped for herbicide tolerance and allelopathic
potential using 30 SSR markers. Cultivated rice (CL163, REX) and allelopathic rice (RONDO, PI312777,
PI338047) were also included in the study. Nei’s genetic diversity among weedy rice (0.45) was
found to be higher than cultivated rice (0.24) but less than allelopathic rice (0.56). The genetic
relationship and population structure based on herbicide tolerance and allelopathic potential were
evaluated. Herbicide-tolerant and susceptible accessions formed distinct clusters in the dendrogram,
indicating their genetic variation, whereas no distinction was observed between allelopathic and
non-allelopathic weedy rice accessions. Weedy rice accession B2, which was previously reported to
have high allelopathy and herbicide tolerance, was genetically distinct from other weedy rice. Results
from the study will help leverage weedy rice for rice improvement programs as both rice and weedy
rice are closely related, thus having a low breeding barrier.

Keywords: crop-improvement; population genetics; weed suppression; sustainable weed manage-
ment; palmer amaranth; glyphosate

1. Introduction

Commercial rice production in the US started in 1650′s and extended towards South
America in the eighteenth century [1]. According to Allston (1846), weedy rice was in-
troduced as a contaminant from Asia in 1846 and since then has been affecting US rice
production [2]. Weedy rice belongs to the same genus and species as the cultivated rice [3],
limiting the use of chemical control, as both the rice plants and weedy rice are susceptible
to herbicides with the same mode of action. Weedy rice may be controlled using crop
rotation with soybean, sorghum, maize, and other cultural practices like winter flooding
and fallow tillage [4,5]. However, the popularity of rice monoculture among farmers in
major rice growing areas makes the infestation of weedy rice more severe year after year.
Further, with the widespread adoption of Clearfield™ rice, gene flow among the weedy
rice and herbicide-tolerant Clearfield rice has been reported, complicating weedy rice
management [6,7]. The average economic loss in rice due to weedy rice is 274 $/ha in
Arkansas, USA [4].

Weedy rice infesting rice fields are genetically and morphologically diverse [8–10].
Weedy rice of diverse hull color (straw, black, brown, gold, gray), awn length, variable
flag leaf length, and different maturity period are present [11]. Weedy rice also has higher
shattering and variable dormancy [12]. These morphological variations in weedy rice can
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be attributed to their wide genetic variation. For example, Shivrain et al. (2010a) reported
that black hull, brown hull, and straw hull weedy rice accessions are genetically diverse,
with Nei’s genetic diversity of 0.7 and weedy have higher genetic variation than cultivated
rice [8]. Cao et al. (2006) reported that weedy rice from China have very high genetic
diversity with heterozygosity of 0.313 and Shannon’s diversity index of 0.572 [13]. High
genetic diversity in the weedy rice, which corresponds to greater morphological variation,
has pros and cons. Although the robust nature of weedy rice makes them one of the
most difficult weeds to control, understanding the genetic basis of their robustness would
provide valuable resources for crop improvement programs.

Weedy rice accessions have been evaluated morphologically and genetically for nu-
merous biotic and abiotic stress tolerances. For example, 28 blast-resistant QTL were
identified in two weedy rice accessions by Liu et al. (2015), which can be used in rice
breeding programs to develop blast tolerant rice cultivars [14]. Ziska and Mc. Clung (2008)
reported higher biomass (55%) and leaf area (62%) of weedy rice than the cultivated rice
under elevated carbon dioxide conditions, indicating the ability of weedy rice to survive
efficiently in the face of climate change and global warming [15].

Natural potential of plants to influence growth of neighboring plants, a phenomenon
known as allelopathy, has been explored in cultivated rice since 1980s but limited research
has been conducted on allelopathic potential of weedy rice [16]. Studies have shown that
some rice cultivars have innate allelopathic potential which differs depending on its source,
plant size, developmental stage, plant part used, and hull color [17,18]. Rice root exudates,
rice straw (left in the field after harvest), and rice leaves, contain allelochemicals, such
as momilactone, that suppress some weed species in rice fields [17,18]. Morphological
screening of fifty-four weedy rice accessions from Arkansas, USA, showed that two weedy
rice genotypes (B2 and B81) had higher allelopathic potential against barnyardgrass and
Amazon sprangletop, and six weedy rice genotypes (B20, B2, S11, B49, B51, S59) had
reduced sensitivity to glyphosate and flumioxazin [16,19]. These 54 weedy rice accessions
were selected from larger pool of 208 weedy rice accessions collected from all the major rice
growing regions or Arkansas based on their competitive traits including early flowering,
high shattering, high plant biomass and high grain yield [20]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, the genetic diversity in these weedy rice accession has not been explored. To
determine an association between the phenotypic and genetic diversity among these weedy
rice accessions from Arkansas, a study was conducted to evaluate genetic diversity in the
fifty-four accessions using 30 SSR markers.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material and Genomic DNA Extraction

Seeds of 54 different weedy rice accessions previously characterized for herbicide re-
sponse (glyphosate and flumioxazin) and allelopathic potential against weed species (barn-
yardgrass and Amazon sprangletop) were obtained from Dr. Burgos lab in Arkansas [16,17]
(Supplementary Table S1). Seeds of commercial rice cultivars CL163 and REX were obtained
from Dr. Redona’s lab in Delta Research and Extension Centre, Stoneville, MS, USA, and
seeds of allelopathic rice were provided by Dr. Gealy from Dale Bumpers National Rice
Research Centre, Stuttgart, AR, USA.

For DNA extraction, fresh tissues were collected from young leaves of 5-week old
plants grown in the greenhouse. For each biotype, three plants were grown and leaf tissue
was collected from each plant to serve as biological replicate in the diversity study. The
pots were placed randomly in the greenhouse to minimize the environmental effect during
the study. The experimental setup in the greenhouse was completely randomized design.
The tissues were stored at −80 ◦C overnight after collection, and DNA was extracted
from each sample (three replicate for each biotype) using the CTAB method with slight
modifications [21]. The quality and quantity of DNA were calculated using Nanodrop 2000
spectrophotometer. Extracted DNA was stored at −20 ◦C until PCR amplification.
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2.2. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Using Simple Sequence Repeat (SSR) Markers

The DNA samples were diluted to 100 ng/µL before PCR. A total of 30 SSR primers
(Supplementary Table S2) from the standard panel of 50 developed by McCouch et al.
(2002) available publicly in the rice Gramene marker database http://archive.gramene.org/
markers/microsat/50_ssr.html (accessed on 16 January 2018) was used for accessing the
genetic diversity of the accessions [22]. These markers can evaluate the genetic similarity
and differences among the oryza species with AA genome [23]. PCR reactions were carried
out in 96 well plates with 25 µL reaction volume. The reaction mixture consisted of 12.5 µL
of PCR master mix (Taq polymerase, dATP, dGTP, dCTP, dTTP, MgCl2), forward primer
1µL, reverse primer 2 µL, DNA 1 µL and 8.5 µL of nuclease-free water. PCR profile used for
DNA amplification was (i) Denaturation at 94 ◦C for 5 min (ii) 35 cycles of 94 ◦C for 1 min
followed by annealing temperature from 55 ◦C to 67 ◦C, which was marker dependent (iii)
final extension at 72 ◦C for 5 min. PCR products were separated in 6% polyacrylamide
gels for 45 min at 180 volts and stained with 0.05% ethidium bromide. Stained gels were
visualized under a UV trans-illuminator and photographed with a camera.

2.3. Data Analysis

Individual bands were considered as co-dominant markers and scored using Cross
Checker 2.91 developed by Dr. J.B Buntjier 1999 [24]. The bands were scored as binary
characters, with 1 for the presence of bands and 0 for the absence of bands to retain the allele
information. POPGENE version 1.32 was used to obtain the number of alleles per locus
(A), percentage of polymorphic loci (P), genetic distance (D), Nei’s gene diversity (h), and
Shannon’s index (I) using a data matrix from Cross Checker. Nei’s genetic distance was used
to develop a dendrogram with the UPGMA algorithm to evaluate the genetic relationship
among the accessions. STRUCTURE 2.3.4 was used for analyzing the population structure
of the accessions with the genetic data generated by microsatellite SSR markers [25]. The
data was run in STRUCTURE from K = 1 to K = 8 with three iterations for each K value and
burn-in period of 100,000 and 500,000 replications. The best fit value of K was obtained
using Structure Harvester, and Distruct was used for the diagrammatic representation of
genetic data produced by STRUCTURE.

To determine the association between genotypes and herbicide tolerance, weedy
rice accessions from Shrestha et al. (2019) with injury of less than 30% and more than
90% five weeks after treatment with glyphosate (1120 g a.i/ha) and/or flumioxazin
(72 g a.i/ha) were selected for marker-trait association analysis. Likewise, to determine
the association between weedy rice genotypes and their allelopathic potential, the most
and least allelopathic weedy rice accessions (average growth inhibition of neighboring
barnyardgrass and Amazon sprangletop by more than 45% and less than 20%, respectively)
identified in the study by Shrestha et al. (2020) were selected for analysis [16,17].

3. Results
3.1. Genetic Diversity among Weedy Rice, Cultivated Rice, and Allelopathic Rice

Analysis of the markers showed that the alleles per locus ranged from 2–3 with an
average of 2.9. The overall Nei’s gene diversity (h) among the weedy rice, cultivated rice,
and allelopathic rice used in the study was 0.45; lowest gene diversity of 0.14 detected by
markers RM162 and RM118 and highest gene diversity of 0.65 detected by RM338 (Table 1).
Weedy rice cultivated rice and allelopathic rice had h-value of 0.4, 0.24, and 0.56, respectively.

The mean Shannon Information Index (I) for the entire population was 0.74, and it
ranged from 1.06 to 0.02. Higher the Shannon’s Index, the greater is the genetic diversity
in the population. Among the three groups, allelopathic rice had the highest I of 0.85,
and cultivated rice had the lowest I, with a value of 0.38. Shannon’s Information index
for weedy rice was 0.66, indicating these had higher genetic diversity than southern rice
cultivars CL163 and REX. Dendrogram based on Nei’s genetic distance clustered weedy rice
and rice cultivars (CL163 and REX) in one group, and the allelopathic rice were clustered

http://archive.gramene.org/markers/microsat/50_ssr.html
http://archive.gramene.org/markers/microsat/50_ssr.html
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separately (Figure 1). The genetic distance between weedy rice and rice cultivar was 0.13,
and the genetic distance between weedy rice and allelopathic rice was 0.26.

Table 1. Genetic variation among the population (weedy rice, cultivated rice, and allelopathic rice)
indicated through allele’s number, Nei’s gene diversity, and Shannon’s Index.

Sl. No. Marker Observed Alleles Nei’s Gene Diversity Shannon’s Index

1 RM495 3 0.3098 0.5837
2 RM283 3 0.6431 1.0647
3 RM237 3 0.4464 0.7578
4 RM431 3 0.6464 1.0660
5 RM154 2 0.4989 0.6921
6 RM452 2 0.1896 0.3382
7 OSR13 2 0.1896 0.3382
8 RM338 3 0.6561 1.0820
9 RM514 3 0.2690 0.4828
10 RM124 3 0.5059 0.7461
11 RM507 3 0.6358 1.0537
12 RM413 3 0.1714 0.3666
13 RM161 3 0.4464 0.7578
14 RM133 3 0.6358 1.0537
15 RM162 3 0.1470 0.3267
16 RM125 3 0.4464 0.7578
17 RM455 3 0.6445 1.0627
18 RM118 3 0.1470 0.3267
19 RM408 3 0.6259 1.0299
20 RM152 3 0.4579 0.7810
21 RM44 3 0.3098 0.5837
21 RM284 3 0.3527 0.6383
23 RM433 3 0.6358 1.0537
24 RM447 3 0.3250 0.6035
25 RM316 3 0.5240 0.8829
26 RM215 3 0.6445 1.0627
27 RM271 3 0.3415 0.6331
28 RM484 3 0.5240 0.8829
29 RM536 3 0.6445 1.0627
30 RM277 3 0.3415 0.6331

Mean 2.9 0.44 0.75
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Figure 1. Dendrogram based on Nei’s genetic distance indicating a genetic relationship between
weedy rice, cultivated rice, and allelopathic rice. Based on Nei’s genetic distance, weedy rice and
cultivated rice clustered together (red box: cluster 1) and allelopathic rice (red box: cluster 2) clustered
separately, indicating weedy rice and cultivated rice are more genetically similar as compared to the
allelopathic rice used in the current study.

3.2. Genetic Relationship and Differentiation Based on Herbicide Tolerance

In this study, the herbicide (flumioxazin and glyphosate) tolerant and susceptible
weedy rice accessions, previously described by Shrestha et al. 2019 were selected [17].
Commercial rice (CL163 and REX) which are highly susceptible to both glyphosate and
flumioxazin with almost 100% injury 5 weeks after treatment with the herbicide were also
included for comparison and considered as separate population (susceptible rice cultivars).
The overall Nei’s gene diversity among all the three populations was 0.47, varying from 0.12
to 0.66, and the Shannon’s information index was 0.78 ranging from 0.2 to 1.09. Dendrogram,
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based on Nei’s genetic distance, divided the herbicide-tolerant and susceptible accessions
into four different clusters (Figure 2). Weedy rice accession ALR4 whichwas reported to
be most susceptible to glyphosate and flumioxazin by Shrestha et al. (2019), clustered
together with rice cultivars CL163 and REX, which are also highly susceptible to both
the herbicides indicating a higher level of genetic similarity among these genotypes [17].
Accession B2, which has been reported to be highly tolerant to glyphosate by Shrestha et al.
(2019), was not grouped with other herbicide-tolerant/susceptible accessions and formed
a distinct cluster by itself [17]. Cluster 3 consisted of all the glyphosate and flumioxazin
susceptible accessions. In contrast, cluster 2 consisted of all the accessions tolerant to
herbicides indicating, association of the markers with herbicide tolerance in the current
population. Individuals belonging to the same clusters had lesser genetic distance than those
belonging to different clusters. The grouping of the accessions was found to be associated
with herbicide tolerance, and all the herbicide-tolerant and herbicide susceptible accessions
were grouped separately, implying diverse genetic backgrounds of tolerant and susceptible
accessions. Results from the STRUCTURE showed correlation with the PopGene data and
divided the herbicide-tolerant and susceptible accessions into K = 4 clusters, again inferring
distinct clustering of accessions based on herbicide tolerance. Both black hull and straw hull
herbicide-tolerant accessions showed similar coloring patterns in the figure obtained from
Distruct, indicating a close genetic relationship among the weedy rice accessions in terms of
herbicide tolerance irrespective of hull color (Figure 3). Likewise, both the black and straw
hulled accessions susceptible to herbicides showed similarity in genetic makeup, indicating
differential tolerance to herbicide is not associated with the morphological trait, hull color.
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3.3. Genetic Diversity among the Accessions with Respect to Allelopathic Potential

The most and least allelopathic weedy rice accessions identified by Shrestha et al.
(2020), allelopathic rice (PI338046, PI312777, Rondo), and commercial rice cultivars (CL163
and Rex) were included in this analysis [16]. The markers were not able to distinguish the
accessions based on their allelopathic potential as distinct clustering pattern of allelopathic
and non-allelopathic weedy rice accessions was not identified. Overall, the observed
number of alleles (na) and effective number of alleles (ne) were 2.9 and 2.2, respectively.
Nei’s gene diversity (h) and Shannon’s information index (I) for the entire population
was 0.51 and 0.86, respectively. The high value of h and I indicates a high level of genetic
diversity among the population. Based on Nei’s genetic distance, clustering divided the
accessions into three different clusters (Figure 4). Cluster one consisted of cultivated
rice (CL163 and REX) and two non-allelopathic weedy rice accessions ALR-1 and ALR-4.
Both CL163 and REX are reported to have no allelopathic potential; thus, cluster one
had the least allelopathic accessions. Cluster two consisted of both the allelopathic and
non-allelopathic accessions suggesting that the current markers were not linked strongly
with the allelopathic potential of weedy rice. Cluster three consisted of allelopathic rice
cultivars and one of the most allelopathic weedy rice accession B2, thus indicating genetic
proximity among these accessions. Weedy rice accession B2 is reported to have high
weed suppressive potential and interestingly it clustered with allelopathic rice; therefore,
these might share similar genetic backgrounds. Although B2 allelopathic weedy rice was
grouped with allelopathic rice cultivars, other allelopathic weedy rice did not belong to this
cluster, indicating a lack of strong association of these markers with the genes controlling
allelopathy in weedy rice. Population structure of the allelopathic and non-allelopathic
weedy and cultivated rice showed that allelopathic rice and weedy rice had close genetic
backgrounds; however, some of the allelopathic weedy rice also shared genetic similarities
with non-allelopathic weedy rice (Figure 5).
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4. Discussion

Fifty-four weedy rice accessions collected from different rice-growing regions of
Arkansas, USA, were previously investigated for herbicide tolerance and allelopathic
potential [16,17]. The study had identified weedy rice accessions with higher herbicide
tolerance and higher weed suppressive potential. In the current study, we tried to analyze
the genetic diversity in the same fifty-four weedy rice accessions along with cultivated and
allelopathic rice. Nei’s gene diversity measures the heterozygosity within and between
the populations/individuals, and its value ranges from 0 to 1. In our study, the Nei’s
genetic diversity was highest in allelopathic rice and lowest in cultivated rice. Weedy
rice accessions showed Nei’s genetic diversity of 0.41, which is comparable to the genetic
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diversity of 0.31 observed in the weedy rice population from China [13]. High diversity
among the weedy rice accessions might be responsible for their extensive morphological
variation and adaptation in a wide range of environments [14]. The ability of weedy rice
to hybridize among themselves and with the cultivated rice may have resulted in diverse
genetic characteristics among the weedy rice [26]. Cultivated rice (CL 163 and REX) showed
low genetic diversity of 0.24, similar to the genetic diversity of 0.26 reported for 37 rice
cultivars commonly grown in Arkansas, USA, by Shivrain et al. (2010a) [8]. However, low
genetic diversity of cultivated rice might also be due to only two rice cultivars used in the
study. Further, both REX and CL 163 are semi-dwarf rice cultivars released in 2014/15 and
2010, respectively, primarily for cultivating in the Southern USA [27]. As both the cultivars
are developed for cultivation in similar climatic conditions and are morphologically alike,
lower genetic diversity among them was expected. However, for better comparison of
genetic diversity between weedy rice, allelopathic rice and cultivated rice, balanced number
for each of them would be ideal.

In the current study, we hypothesized that weedy rice and allelopathic rice might
have higher genetic diversity than cultivated rice. The reason behind this hypothesis was
that breeding for yield and other favorable characters for decades have led to narrowing
of genetic diversity in cultivated rice [28]. The genetic diversity among the allelopathic
rice was relatively high (0.56). Allelopathic rice cultivars used in the study, PI312777 and
PI338046, are originally from the Philippines, and Rondo is an indica rice cultivar. Rice
cultivars from Asia have high genetic diversity, which might be the reason for increased
genetic diversity among the allelopathic rice used in the study [29].

Results from the dendrogram based on Nei’s genetic distance indicate that weedy
rice and rice cultivars CL163 and REX are closely related. Weedy rice is well adapted to
flourish in the cultivated rice fields under human disturbances. As the weedy rice and
cultivated rice are conspecific, gene flow from cultivated rice to weedy rice is possible [30].
The frequency of gene flow from rice cultivar (Minghui-63) to weedy rice accessions ranged
from 0.011 to 0.046% [31]. As weedy rice has highly similar morphological characters with
cultivated rice, the chances of gene flow between cultivated rice and weedy rice flowering
simultaneously are considerably high. In such a case, genes from rice cultivars can be
incorporated in the weedy rice gene pool, which might be the reason for the shorter genetic
distance between the weedy rice and cultivated rice. This information suggests that weedy
rice can serve as a valuable source of genetic diversity in rice improvement programs as it
offers low/no genetic barrier between the two. However, the fact that weedy rice and rice
are closely related to each other calls for greater attention in managing weedy rice in rice
fields as high similarity among the two might create hindrance in controlling weedy rice in
rice fields.

The genetic comparison of the herbicide-tolerant and susceptible weedy rice and
commercial rice lines reveal that the most herbicide sensitive weedy rice accession ALR4,
clustered with CL163 and REX (commercial rice lines). The single cluster of cultivated
rice and herbicide-sensitive weedy rice indicates close similarity. ALR4 is a brown hull
accession, and studies by Shivrain et al. (2010a) showed that brown hull accessions share
a closer genetic background with cultivated rice, which may be the reason behind them
clustering together in the dendrogram [8]. Further, the grouping of accession B2, which
has a high tolerance to glyphosate, into a distinct cluster signifies high genetic diversity
in weedy rice accessions. Accession B2 is black-hulled accession collected from Grand
Prairie, AR. Weedy rice accessions from Grand Prairie are more dormant than from other
locations like the White River, AR [32]. Accession B2, because of its higher dormancy
period, may have been able to escape the herbicide treatments and hence survive with
the rice crops in the field. This might have allowed gene flow between the cultivated rice
and B2, leading to genetic changes in B2 with time. Thus, the late-emerging weedy rice
seedling that grows simultaneously with cultivated rice could have a high potential of
cross-pollination and introgression, leading to genetic changes in the accession isolating
it from other weedy rice populations. The clustering of the accessions was associated
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with herbicide tolerance as all the herbicide-tolerant and herbicide-susceptible accessions
grouped separately, implying diverse genetic backgrounds of tolerant and susceptible
accessions. In the current study, allelopathic and non-allelopathic weedy rice accessions
did not cluster separately. Allelopathy is a highly complex trait and may be associated with
a minor gene effect that would not have been captured by a limited number of markers
used in the current study.Additionally, in the current study only a limited number of
weedy rice accessions (n = 54) were sampled. It is possible that this number of accession
were not able to represt the wide genetic diversity present in weedy rice [8,9]. In the
future, it is necessary to use a larger sample size, greater number of markers or employ
high-throughput sequencing techniques to capture the genetic variance associated with
allelopathy to get insights into the genetic basis of this trait in weedy rice.

5. Conclusions

Weedy rice belongs to the same genus and species as the cultivated rice but is more
competitive than cultivated rice and can flourish in extreme environmental conditions
where the cultivated rice does not perform well. Weedy rice with high herbicide tolerance
and allelopathic potential have been identified but not genetically explored. The present
study used 30 SSR primers to access the genetic diversity among these accessions and the
molecular mechanism behind these competitive traits. Herbicide tolerance was associated
with the markers irrespective of their hull color, while allelopathic potential did not show
a strong association with the molecular markers used in the study. In the future, the
application of whole-genome sequencing tools and genotyping by sequencing (GBS) to
identify variants associated with allelopathy will help understand the genetic mechanisms
of allelopathy in weedy rice.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/d14010044/s1, Table S1: List of 54 weedy rice accessions used for genotyping study, along
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Shrestha et al. 2020 [16,17]. Table S2: Information of 30 SSR markers used for genetic analysis in the
current study.
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